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WACO, TEXAS – With fun and edgy videos, the all-new Mullet Man YouTube Channel
(youtube.com/mulletman) is attracting thousands of young, excited subscribers with a
message promoting the outdoors.

These are not your father’s outdoor videos. Mullet Man delivers a youthful and
unconventional outdoor experience that goes far beyond the typically stale, one-size-fits-all
hunting or fishing videos. For example, the 23-year-old show host and producer Mike Owens
recently featured hunting with a spear during which he got up close and personal with a
fallow deer.

“We’re excited to launch our new Mullet Man YouTube Channel,” said Owens, a native of
Waco, Texas. “The outdoors has always been a way of life for me and it’s a blessed life that I
want to share with our subscribers. Hunting and fishing are exciting adventures so we’re
making sure our videos deliver that excitement in new and unconventional ways. We invite
everyone to watch, subscribe and share your feedback with us.”

Owens has traveled extensively since he was three-weeks-old. He has hunted, fished and
surfed in South Africa, Arctic Circle, Argentina, Canada, New Zealand, Australia, Cayman
Islands, Cabo San Lucas, Bermuda, Jamaica and throughout the United States and has
traveled to Japan, China, England and France. He has also appeared on several episodes of
TNT Outdoor Explosion.

But the Mullet Man adventure does not stop in the field. Owens has cooked and prepared
his own rabbit, fish, deer, squirrel, turtle, duck, dove, pheasant, rattlesnake. bullfrogs and
even grilled and fried grasshoppers, and he brings these culinary ‘adventures’ to his videos
with equal enthusiasm.

“The outdoors is a true blessing,” adds Owens. “God has provided an amazingly bountiful
landscape of fauna, fish and fowl. Eat good.”

Subscribe to the Mullet Man YouTube Channel at youtube.com/mulletman (subscribing is
free; just click the red button) and Facebook at facebook.com/mullet.man.77582

Mullet Man delivers a youthful and unconventional outdoor experience that goes far beyond
the typically stale, one-size-fits-all hunting or fishing videos.
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